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Four decades of Lattice QCD  
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Today’s agenda 

" Lattice QCD as science 
" Lattice QCD as computation 
" A few epoch-making calculations 
" (Other) challenges of Lattice QCD 
" Conclusions and perspectives 
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Lattice QCD as science 



The Standard Model  
��building blocks at the age 10-6 sec� 

!  Matter particles 
 

"  6 quarks 

"  6 leptons 

 
!  Particles mediating interactions 

"  photon    Electromagnetism 

"  Weak bosons   Weak interactions 

"  gluons    Strong interaction 

!  Particle which breaks EW symmetry  
 (and gives rise to masses of particles) 

"  Higgs boson   

!  Gauge field theory based on  
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Standard Model and Nobel Prize in Physics�

1949 QED 

1982 Wilson 

1973 QCD 

2004 Gross�Politzer�Wilczek 

1967 EW theory 

1979 Glashow�Salam�Weinberg 

1999 tHooft�Veltman 

1965 Tomonaga�Schwinger�Feynman 

2008 Kobayashi�Maskawa 

2008 Nambu 

Renormalization theory�

Spontaneous breakdown 
of symmetry�

6 quarks and CP violation�

Renormalization 
group �

Renormalization of non-Abelian 
gauge theories�

Asymptotic freedom �

Has to add Lee-Yang�



Quarks, hadrons, nuclei and  
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)�
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u 

u 
d 

quarks�
hadrons  

e.g., proton and neutron�

Nuclei�
H, He,…, C,…, O,…, Fe,…, U,…�

The Femto Universe�

≈ 2 fm

1 fm =1×10−15m

≈1.6A1/3 fm

u 

Natural elements (nuclei) are governed by Quantum 
Chromodynamics (QCD) 

Cf.  Chemistry is governed by quantum electrodynamics (QED) 
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A few more words on quarks and hadrons�

!  6 types of quark “flavors” 

 
!  various flavor combinations  produce a few hundred 

particles called “hadrons” 

!  Yet, no isolated quarks have been found in experiments; 
quarks are confined under normal circumstances 

u 

u d proton�
u 

d d neutron�
s 

s s Ω baryon�

eQ
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+=u
up 

c
charm 

t
top 

d
down 

s
strange 
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bottom eQ

3
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−=

Heavier mass�

������

See  Particle Data Group http://pdg.lbl.gov/  for a full list�

Carry fractional charge in 
units of electron charge�
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Quantum Chromodynamics 

!  Quantum field theory of quarks and gluons 

 
!  Quarks carry color(chromo) charge, and gluons mediate the 

interaction between color charges 

!  Given the coupling strength and 6 quark masses, allows first- 
principles calculations of all the properties of hadrons and 
nuclei 

αs =
ecolor
2

4πc
mu, md, ms, mc, mb, mt

Gross-Wilczek-Politzer 1973 

( )
( )xA

xq f

µ

quark field 

gluon field 
defined at every 4-dim space-time point  

QCD coupling strength 

6 quark masses 

�fulfilling Yukawa�s dream of 1934 in a refined way��

x = x1, x2, x3, t( )

Cf. electrons carry electric charge, and photons mediate 
     the interaction between electric charges 
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Three fundamental features of QCD 

!  Described by quark and gluon fields defined at every 
point of space-time, and NOT by particles 

 
!  Local interaction only, i.e., no points separated by a 

finite distance interact, only neighboring points do so 

 
!  Relativistic quantum mechanical system; the 

fundamental equation is an integral over fields 
(Feynman),  and NOT a partial differential equation 

LQCD x( ) = 1
8παs

Tr Fµν x( )Fµν x( )( )+ qf x( ) γµ ⋅ ∂µ − iAµ x( )( )+mf( )qf x( )
f
∑

qf x( ) quark field gluon field 

QCD Lagrangian 

Physical quantities by 
Feynman path integral 

O A,q,q( ) =
1
Z

dA x( )dq x( )dq
x
∏∫ x( )O A,q,q( )e

− d4xLQCD x( )∫

Aµ x( ) x = x1, x2, x3, t( )
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Lattice QCD  
as computation 
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QCD on a space-time lattice 

!  Feynman path integral  

"  Action  

"  Physical quantities as multi- 
dimensional integral averages 

O U,q,q( ) =
1
Z

dUnµ
nµ
∏ dqndqn

n
∏∫ O U,q,q( )e−SQCD

K. G. Wilson 1974 

Space-time continuum  Space-time lattice 

quark fields on 
lattice sites 

nq

µnU
gluon fields on 
lattice links 

SQCD =
1

4παs

tr UUUU( )
P
∑ + q D U( )q∑

Monte Carlo calculation 
of the integral average 

Dirac matrix describes quarks 
and their interaction with gluons�
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Lattice QCD as computation	I
�

!  Lattice QCD has only nearest 
neighbor interactions 
 
 
 

!  Natural mapping of space-time lattice 
to processor node array 
"  Each compute node carries a sub-

lattice 
"  Only nearest neighbor communication 

needed  

 Highly parallelizable and scalable   

node1 node2 

node3 node4 
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Lattice QCD as computation	II
�

!  Quarks are fermions, so their field is represented by anti-
commuting Grassmann numbers;  

!  Need to turn them into a boson field to put them on 
computers  

 
!  Need to invert the lattice Dirac matrix D(U) 

 
"  Sparse but large matrix with dimension �� 
"  Large condition number���               for u,d quarks 

 �

( )
( ) m

nm
nnm

m
nm UD

xxUD φφ ""
#

$
%%
&

'
=⇒=∑

1

( )
( ) ( )∑ ""

#

$
%%
&

'
−∑−

∫∏∫∏ == mn
m

nm
n

mn
mnmn UD

n
nn

qUDq

n
nn eddUDedqqd ,,

1

det
φφ

φφ

Grassmann rep Boson rep 

Computationally very intensive  

Λ /mq ≈O 103( )
12V ≈O 109( )

qn ⋅qm = −qm ⋅qn
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To sum up lattice QCD as computation 

!  An ideal case for massively parallel architecture 
"  Basic degrees of freedom defined at each lattice point 
"  Short range couplings only  

 
!  Intensive computation and communication 

"  Sparse but large matrix with a large condition number 
"  Communication(GB)/FLOP(Gflops)/lattice point � 0.5 

 Spurred the development of (QCD-dedicated) massively 
parallel machines since 1980’s;  
       First instance of “co-design”. 

Nature is massively parallel at the 
fundamental scales 

Quantum logic (fermions) is 
fundamental in Nature 
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Impact of lattice QCD machines on the 
supercomputer development 

APE100	Italy
�

GF11(USA) 

QCDPAX	JPN
�

QCDSP(USA
�

QCDOC(USA) 

PACS-CS(Jpn
�

BlueGene/L,P 

CP-PACS	JPN
 

BlueGene/Q 

Jpn project machines�

Vector machines�

Vector parallel machines�

Parallel machines�

QCD machines�



CP-PACS (1996�Univ. Tsukuba) 

!  Development of new technology driven by 
application requirements 
"  Pseudo-vector processing on a scalar processor 

and compiler  
"  Powerful and flexible hyper-crossbar network 

and RDMA communication library 

!  Collaboration between  
"  physicists and computer scientists 
"  academia and industry (Hitachi) 

!  Breakthroughs in particle physics  
 and astronomy  

"  First-principles calculation without  
      approximation or modelling 
"  Effectiveness of MPP for natural phenomena 

governed by “fields” 

CP-PACS team: 
about equal number of  

physicists and computer 
scientists�

CP-PACS: No.1 of Top500  
(Nov. 1996)�
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But, of course(?), machine power 
by itself was not enough … 
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How do you calculate the integral average? 

!  Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm (HMC) 
"  Molecular dynamics + Metropolis accept/reject to generate 

ensembles of gluon configurations distributed according  

                      
"  physical quantities given by averages over those configurations  

!  Hamilton’s equation for molecular dynamics with respect to 
a fictitious time�τ to generate trial configurations 

( )
( )

( )
( )

φφ
τ

τ

µ
µµµ

µµµ

##
$

%
&&
'

(

∂

∂
##
$

%
&&
'

(
+==

−=

UDU
UD

UD
UUUU

g
FP

d
d

PiUU
d
d

n
nnn

nnn

111
2

gluon force 
quark force 

τ

δτ Requires 1/D(U) at every time 
step; the most time-consuming 

part of computation 

P U( )∝ exp −SQCD U( )( )

Fictitious momentum conjugate to U�

Duane et al (1985)�
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!  Parameters of lattice QCD simulation� 
"  Quark mass 
"  Lattice size 
"  Lattice spacing   

!  #floating point ops of hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) 
algorithm for Nf=2 flavor full QCD(2001) 

"  Severe scaling toward small pion mass /large volume/small 
lattice spacing 

Difficulties with light quark masses  

yearTflops
fm
a

fm
L

MeV
mconfsFLOP ⋅"
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'
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( )fma
( )fmL L

a

qq mmorm ∝π
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“Berlin wall” at Lattice 2001@Berlin 

A. Ukawa for CP-PACS and JLQCD 

Physical point  
i.e., mπ=135MeV 

a=0.1fm 
100 configurations 

Very difficult to reach 
the physical point ! 

Required amount of computing 
in Tflops*year  

Best calculation around 2001 

6

1

πm
∝ scaling law�
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Revolutionary progress around 2005 ;  
 beating the critical slowing down 

O(100)Tflops machines 
can easily reach this 

point! 

Physical Point Simulation became reality 

O(10)-O(100) 
improvement   

Physical point  
i.e., mπ=135MeV 
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How was that progress possible? 

!  Recall the molecular dynamics equation of hybrid Monte 
Carlo algorithm 

!  Molecular dynamics equation is integrated in discrete 
steps, so a larger time step is better! 
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!  Quark force is much weaker than 
gluon force,  

     and IR part of quark force is much  
     weaker than UV part; 

 
!  So enlarge the time step inversely 

proportional to the force 
magnitude, thus gaining a large 
factor in computation, i.e.,  
  

Key empirical observation  

IRquarkUVquarkgluon FFF ,, >>>>

IRquarkUVquarkgluon ,, δτδτδτ <<<<

M. Luescher (2005) 

This is an acceleration based on dynamics! 

gluonF

UVquarkF ,

IRquarkF ,

gδτ
UVδτ
IRδτ

MD evolution 
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!  Parameters of lattice QCD simulation� 
"  Quark mass 
"  Lattice size 
"  Lattice spacing   
 

!  #floating point ops for ensemble generation with 
improved HMC algorithm 

 

Scaling law today 

#FLOP's ≈ 0.1 #conf
1000

"

#$
%

&'
⋅

mπ

135MeV
"

#$
%

&'

−5

⋅
L
6fm

"

#$
%

&'

5

⋅
a

0.1fm
"

#$
%

&'

−7

Pflops ⋅year

( )fma
( )fmL

L

a

qq mmorm ∝π

Physical pion 
mass�

Large enough 
size for hadrons�

Reasonably small 
lattice spacing�

Even with peta-scale facilities, major lattice QCD projects 
takes a continuous running of a year or more.  
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Lattice QCD calculations today 

!  Features 
"  Fully incorporates dynamical effects of up, down, strange, 

(charm)  sea quarks, hence called �Nf=2+1(+1)� 
"  Pion mass around the physical point  
"  Large lattice size to avoid finite size effects 

!  Machines 
"  K computer, BlueGene/Q etc 

!  Collaborations  action   a(fm)  L(fm)  size 

"  MILC*   HISQ   0.06  5.8  963x192 
"  Tsukuba  wilson-clover  0.09  5.8  643x64 

     0.09  8.6  963x96 
"  RBC-UKQCD  domain-wall  0.07  4.5  643x128x10 

L ≈ 6−10 fm
mπ ≈135MeV

* Nf=2+1+1 configuration with physical strange and charm quark �
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A few epoch-making calculations 
 



!  Basic calculation to verify the validity of QCD;  
      cf. Analogous to the problem of deriving the Bohr’s 
            energy level formula for hydrogen-like atom. 

!  Pursued from the beginning of lattice QCD (1974) and 
numerical simulation (�1980). 

!  Chronology 
"  1981 first calculation (Hamber-Parisi, Weingarten-Petcher) 
"  1992 first systematic quenched calculation (D. Weingarten) 
"  2001 definitive quenched calculation (CP-PACS Collaboration) 
"  2008 full (i.e., no approximation )QCD calculation (BMW Collaboration, 

PACS-CS Collaboration) 

Mass spectrum of hadrons�

28 

u 

u 
d 

En = −
Z 2α 2mec

2

2n2

+Ze
−e
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Hadron spectrum in full QCD� 
– 1st calculation in 2008 –  

BMW Collaboration  
(Butapest-Marseille-Wuppertal) 
Science 322(2008) 1224 
Continuum extrapolated 

PACS-CS Collaboration 
(Tsukuba, Japan)  
Phys. Rev. D79 034504 (2008) 

Red symbols from lattice QCD vs horizontal bars from experiments�
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Hadron spectrum 2012 
From A. Kronfeld 1203.1204  

ρ K K∗ η φ N Λ Σ Ξ Δ Σ
∗

Ξ
∗ Ωπ η+ ω0

200

400
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800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

2200

2400

(M
eV
)

H H* Hs Hs
* Bc Bc

*

© 2012 Andreas Kronfeld/Fermi Natl Accelerator Lab.

Comprehensive spectrum            
  MILC/PACS-CS/BMW/QCD-SF 

Eta-eta’ 
   RBC&UKQCD/Hadron Spectrum/CP-PACS 

Heavy-light 
   Fermilab&MILC/HPQCD 



!  Relevant for cosmology (early Universe) and astrophysics 
(neutron stars) 

!  Experimentally explored at RHIC and LHC 

High temperature/density QCD�
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T

ρB

Hadron phase�

Quark Gluon Plasma�

Color  
superconductor?�

te
m

pe
ra

tu
re
�

baryon density�

nuclei�

quarks are confined;  
chiral symmetry broken�

quarks are not confined;  
chiral symmetry restored�
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Temperature variation of energy density��

Wuppertal-Butapest Collab, S. Borsanyi et al, JHEP 1011:077,2010�

QGP phase�

Hadron phase�

Rapid crossover but no real phase transiton 
at T�1.6x1011 Kelvin�
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u 

u 
d 

quarks�
hadrons  

e.g., proton and neutron�

nuclei�

quarks to hadrons have been 
successfully  bridged!�

What about quarks to nuclei? �

A step further ahead….�
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Unknown&nuclei&
	over&7000?
�
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#neutrons&

Quantum&
molecular&
dynamics&

Monte&carlo&shell&
model&

Density&func@onals&

�����nuclear&chart&
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An attempt with Helium nuclei 

!  First “real” nuclei (2 protons+2 neutrons) and a large 
binding energy (easiest of the lot?) 

!  First and foremost issue to address:  
 “Is the system of 2 protons and 2 neutrons a bound 
state?” 

 
!  Lattice methodology 

"  Calculate the energy difference for finite spatial volumes 

"  If                  at infinite spatial volume, you have a bound 
state! 

 

npHe mmmE 22 −−=Δ

0<ΔE



0 1e-05 2e-05 3e-05 4e-05
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-0.08
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0
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Nf=0     m
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EL(3He) [GeV]  

0 1e-05 2e-05 3e-05 4e-05
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=0.80GeV
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Recent attempt 

!  Pion is still heavier than in Nature, but negative energy 
difference for L=��volume indicates a bound state! 

a = 0.09 fm mπ = 0.51GeV mN =1.32GeV

T. Yamazaki, K.-I. Ishikawa,Y. Kuramashi, 
A. Ukawa, Phys.Rev.D86(2012)074514.�

−ΔEL GeV( )He3−ΔEL GeV( )He4

1/ L3 1 / L3

experiment�
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(Other) lattice QCD challenges 
" Computing challenges 
" Data challenges and ILDG 
" Software challenges 
" Visualization challenges??? 



!  non-zero density requires quark chemical potential       
and a change of Dirac matrix 

Difficulty wth high density QCD�
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Quark Gluon Plasma�

Color  
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baryon density�

nuclei�

quarks are confined;  
chiral symmetry broken�

quarks are not confined;  
chiral symmetry restored�

D U( )→D U,µq( ) = D U( )−µq Nq

µq
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The sign problem 

!  quark determinant is complex for  non-zero quark 
chemical potential 

 
!  One can still do Monte Carlo  
      using the modulus for measure 
 
!  However, average phase vanishes exponentially with 

volume V 

ZQCD = dUnµ∏∫ detD U,µ[ ]exp −Sgluon U[ ]( ), detD U,µ[ ]= detD U,µq
!" #$ e

iθ U,µq( )

eiθ U,µq( )

detD U,µq( )
=

dUnµ∏∫ detD U,µq
#$ %&exp −Sgluon U[ ]( )

dUnµ∏∫ detD U,µq
#$ %& exp −Sgluon U[ ]( )

= exp −
V
T
Δf

)

*
+

,

-
.

O U( ) =

O U( ) eiθ U,µq( )

detD U,µq( )

eiθ U,µq( )

detD U,µq( )

0!�

Δf free energy difference between full 
and phase quenched theory�

This is an issue shared in many 
areas of computational physics�



!  Some decade-old results for small µ, but uncertain 
systematic error 

!  Only slow progress since then….. 
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Situation with finite density 

2-parameter reweigting method: 
Z. Fodor, S. Katz, JHEP 0404 (2004) 050  
Nf=2+1, Nt=4   

Taylor expansion method: 
C. Allton etal, Phys.Rev. D71 (2005)  
054508 Nf=2, Lt=4  

TE, µE( )
= 162± 2, 360± 40( )MeV



Data challenges and ILDG�

!  Lattice QCD data is not large in size, but they take years 
to produce on the world top machines 

!  Once produced, all kinds of physical observables can be 
computed on them;very valuable asset 

!  Natural to setup a data archive for storage and open use 
of these ensembles 

41 

Typical gluon ensemble data size for 1000 configurations 
     Collaborations  lattice size  file size  total size 

"  MILC*   963x192  91GB   91TB 
"  Tsukuba  963x96   46GB   46TB 
"  RBC-UKQCD  643x128x10  180GB    180TB 

International Lattice Data Grid (ILDG) �



International Lattice Data Grid�

!  Chronology 
"  2002.12 kickoff at Edinburgh (UK,Germany,Japan,USA) 

 (rotating workshop every 6 months since then) 

"  2004.6  ILDG Board established (1 member/country) 
"  2006.6 start operation (UK,Germany,Japan,USA sites) 

!  Technical developments 
 Joint work of lattice physicists and computer scientists 

"  QCDml:XML metadata format for gluon configurations 
!  V1.1 in 2004.8  

"  Binary file format: file format for gluon configurations 
!  v1.0 in 2005.5 

"  Middleware architechture:common interface for 
search&retrieval of configurations 
!  2004.12�

42 

http://plone.jldg.org 
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International Lattice Data Grid 

!  Grid of regional grids  
Current members: UK,Germany,France,Italy,Japan,Australia,USA 
"  QCDml (standardized xml) to describe data 
"  Common interface to search/retrieve data 

USQCD 
 FNAL/JLAB 

JLDG 
 Tsukuba 

CSSM 
 Adelaide 

UKQCD 
 Edinburgh 

LDG 
 Germany/France/Italy 
 DESY 

Started preparation in 2002 / in operation since 2006 

#gluon ensembles 
submitted to ILDG 

190K files, 41 TByte as of 6/2008 

http://plone.jldg.org 
 

http://www.jldg.org 

http://ukqcd.swan.ac.uk/mediawiki/index.php/Grid 

http://hpc.desy.de/ldg/ 

http://www.usqcd.org/ildg/�

http://www.physics.adelaide.edu.au/cssm/�



Software challenges�

!  Lattice QCD codes 
"  HMC code for gluon ensemble generation 

!  Execution speed is the top priority 
!  Need high level of optimization in core routines for each machine 

"  Measurement code for physical observables 
!  Large variety of physical observables, often very complicated and 

new ones becoming necessary all the time 
!  Efficiency of coding is the top priority 

Sociology of lattice QCD research 
!  collaborations have grown in size (� easily a few dozen members 

including students) 
!  A common software framework have become very important 

 
 
!  USA:MILC/CPS/CHROMA�USQCD Software  
!  Japan:BRIDGE++   

44 

http://usqcd.jlab.org/usqcd-software/ �

http://bridge.kek.jp/Lattice-code/index_e.html  

Development of program libraries over the last decade�
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Summary and perspectives 
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!  High performance computing has become a 
crucial methodology in particle theory, which is 
traditionally a very mathematical discipline. 

!  This is due to over three decades of continuous 
effort toward  
"  better physics understanding 
"  better algorithms 
"  more powerful machines 

!  Crucial in these developments have been 
interdisciplinary activities between Lattice QCD 
and  
"  Computer science for hardware/software  
"  Applied science for algorithm 
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!  Lattice QCD has matured as particle theory: 
"  Many quantities of basic importance calculated 
"  Many more can be calculated if so desired 

!  Further world of nuclei is now open; pursuance 
of implications rather than verifications also an 
important direction, e.g.,  
"  Stability of strong interaction under variation of  QCD 

parameters (quark mass etc) 
!  proton-neutron mass difference 
!  Binding of nuclei, etc 

!  A very dark corner is high baryon density; 
needs bright ideas (from youngstars) 
"  A major drawback shared by simulations in many 

disciplines ,e.g., Quantum Monte Carlo etc 
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Backup slides 
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Why so important to go physical? 

amud

udm
m2
π

!  Anticipated effect of chiral logarithm at zero quark mass 

!  However, extrapolation difficult to control since 
"  Convergence radius a priori not known 
"  Have to determine a number of unknown constants 

( )
++∝ 22

2 2
log

4
2

1
µπ

π udud

ud

Bm
f

Bm
m
m

Previous calculation with 
CP-PACS/Earth 
Simulator 
(2001�2005
�

Calculation with PACS-
CS (2006�2008
�

Physical 
point 
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Solving Dirac equation on the lattice�

!  Lattice Dirac matrix D(U) 
"  Complex and sparse (local interaction) 

"  Large dimension 

"  Large condition number 

"  Changes with gluon configuration U  

!  Solved by iterative solvers such as conjugate gradient  
"  many technical developments (preconditioning, single 

precision acceleration, optimal choice of initial vector, …) 

"  Core subroutine: MULT��   

12LxLyLzLt ≈O 109( )

( ) m
m

nmn pUDp ∑→

Dnm U( )
m
∑ xm = φn

zL

yL
xL

a

Λ /mquark ≈O 103( )
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Mult subroutine�

!  calculation/site 
"  #flop   1,896 flops 

"  #load/store  5,088 Byte 
"  Optimization using cache mandatory  
     for good efficiency  

!  Communication/calculation ratio 
"  Network throughput/link   T(Gbyte/s) 
"  FLOP performance/node  F(Gflop/s) 

 
if F=20Gflop/s, T=2GByte/s, and L(sublattice size)=10 

( ) m
m

nmn pUDp ∑→

U p

comm time
calc time

=
48
158

1
Lsub

F Gflop/s( )
T TByte/s( )

≈O 30%( )

2.68 Byte/flop�

Lsub

Calculation and communication are both heavy in lattice QCD�
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Challenges with the direct approach 

!  Small energy scales  
"  binding energy/nucleon for natural nuclei is 1% of  

proton mass 
  

!  Large volumes needed 

!  Large number of quark contractions 

!! downup NN ×

fmARA
3/16.22 ×≈

100 times increase in resolution needed�



Quark contraction problem�

!  Nuclear properties are determined by the space-time 
paths of quarks (Feynman) 

!  Exchange of paths are not distinguishable (quantum 
mechanics) 

!  You have to sum over all possible exchanges of paths�
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( )∑ ±

exchanges
 possible all





qN

!qN∝


